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Sic Bo
Objective
Sic Bo is an exciting game of chance played with three regular dice with face value 1 to 6. The objective of Sic
Bo is to predict the outcome of the shake of the three dice.
You can bet the outcome of one dice, two dice, three dice, the total and more
Game flow
To start playing, please wait until the message “Please place your bets” appears, then select the value of chip
you would like to wager on a given round and place on the appropriate betting fields on the gaming table.
Your total bet will be displayed in the “Total bet” area.
After the Dealer has announced “No more bets”, no wager may be placed and any bet so placed cannot be
modified.
At the close of betting, the value of all placed bets is withdrawn from your casino balance.
When the dices come to a rest, the winning numbers are displayed in the middle of the screen and in the ‘Last
Rounds’ bar. Winning dice numbers are also announced by the dealer and the winning areas of the betting grid
are highlighted. If any of your bets cover the winning number, you will receive winning returns in accordance
with SicBo payouts. Your win amount will be showed in the middle of the screen and can also be checked in the
History page.
During the next betting time you may:



Repeat the bets placed in your last game by clicking the Rebet button
Undo the last action in placing bets

Bet Types
You can place many kinds of bets on the Sic Bo table, and each type of bet has its own
payout.

A - Small/Big – place your bet on the total of the three dice being Small (4-10) or Big (11-17). Wins pay 1:1 but
these bets lose to any Triple.
B - Total – place your bet on any of the 14 betting areas labelled 4-17. Total is the total of the three dice and
excludes 3 and 18. You win if the total of the three dice adds up to the Total number on which you place your
bet. Payouts vary depending on the winning total.

C - Single – place your bet on any of the six betting areas labelled ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE and SIX
which represent the six face values of a dice.
- If 1 of 3 dice shows the number you bet on, you get paid 1:1
- If 2 of 3 dice show the number you bet on, you get paid 2:1
- If all 3 dice show the number you bet on, you get paid 12:1
D - Double – place your bet on any of the six Double-labelled betting areas. To win, 2 of 3 dice must show the
same number. Wins pay 11:1. Please note that regardless of whether 2 or 3 dice show the same number, the
payout remains the same.
E - Triple – place your bet on any of the six Triple-labelled betting areas. To win, all 3 dice must match the
number chosen, and you get paid 150:1.
F - Any Triple – place your bet on this box to cover all six different Triple bets at once. To win, all three dice
must show the same number, and you get paid 30:1.
G - Combination – place your bet on any or all 15 possible 2 dice combinations. Wins pay 5:1.
Payouts

Bet
Small/Big
Double
Triple
Any Triple
Total 4 or 17
Total 5 or 16
Total 6 or 15
Total 7 or 14
Total 8 or 13
Total 9 or 12
Total 10 or 11
Combination
Singles
Single
Double
Triple

Payout
1:1
11:1
180:1
30:1
62:1
31:1
18:1
12:1
8:1
7:1
6:1
5:1
1:1
2:1
12:1

RTP
The optimal theoretical return-to-player (RTP) percentage is 97.22% based on Small/Big bets.
RTP range is from 83.33% to 97.22%.

